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Passionate, Committed and Creative
Be nimble, work hard and, most importantly, work smart to succeed.

S

urf’s up, and advisors, support staff and industry
longer than Cher’s. (Or, I feel like one of those 1960s
professionals from all over the country have
rock-n-roll bands where half the members have died and
rolled in to Huntington Beach for the Securities
the other half are deaf, but they just keep touring and
America 2010 Connect! National Conference
pretending to be rock stars as they approach their 70s.)
at the Hyatt Regency Resort.
McWhorter shared with the audience
For the second straight year, conference
some of the lessons learned during his
attendance has broken the previous
22-year tenure with Securities America.
record, with more than 631 advisors and
“Things happen for a reason,” he said.
support staff making up the majority of
“Learn from setbacks and over-reaching.
the 1,148 attendees. Over the next three
The set back is painful at the moment you
days, attendees will get direction from
experience it, but once the time is over,
Securities America’s GPS system to
work to gain perspective. It is never as
Grow, Perfect and Secure their practice
good as it appears; it is never as bad as it
at more than 95 educational sessions.
appears. Be suspicious of both wins that
Many of those attending arrived early
seem too easy and apocalyptic doomsayers.
to take advantage of pre-conference
Don’t get fat. Stay nimble. Success breeds
STEVE MCWHORTER
workshops or took the time to browse
some bad habits. Times of uncertainty like
the Technology Pavilion, Conference Book Store and
we have just experienced put a spotlight on those bad
Corporate Store, which all opened yesterday. The conhabits. Do what you love, love what you do. Know
ference officially kicked off last night with the Opening
when you rise to your level of incompetence.
General Session. Kirk Hulett, Securities America senior
“Hire good people and let them play to their
vice president of strategy and practice
strengths. When you do that, you get a
management, welcomed everyone and
passionate, committed and creative team.
served as master of ceremonies for the
When you have people playing to their
evening. He also gave the audience a
strengths, you get a diverse team. You can
sneak peek of Tuesday’s closing night
get a variety of perspectives on a big deciparty at Mission San Juan Capistrano.
sion. Get them quickly, then decide and
“There will be a yo-yo champion,
don’t look back. Get a balance of left brain
a trick roper, flamenco dancers, a
and right brain when you hire. Be straighttraditional Mexican paper flower maker,
forward in your communication. Even
a tortilla maker and a candy blower –
with bad news, don’t delay. Deal with it
which is not as unhygienic as it sounds,”
head on – then move forward. Most people
Hulett said. “You can try your hand at
have good intentions. Most conflict is due
JAY LENO
rock balancing – I am told this is a very
to misunderstanding, poor communication
California thing-to-do – stacking odd shaped rocks end
and not putting yourself in others’ shoes. There are
on end in the most highly unlikely way. By the way,
very few grand conspiracies or secret agendas.”
not a California thing-to-do – state budget balancing.”
McWhorter concluded with positive predictions for
Steve McWhorter, Securities America chairman and
Securities America’s future.
CEO, took the stage to thunderous applause.
“The Securities America senior executive team is
“I did not expect to be on this stage tonight,”
passionate and committed to serving you,” he said. “I
McWhorter said, “but to paraphrase George Burns,
look forward to crashing the National Conference in a
at my age, it’s good to be anywhere. I had originally
few years and being blown away by all the new innovaplanned to retire on April 1 – but that was a soft date
tive technology, business growth programs and service
depending on the progress of the national search to fill
enhancements this leadership team has continued to
my role. However, that process has taken longer than
roll-out year-over-year. You will not be able to stop
originally expected. Thus, my farewell tour has lasted
continued on page 5
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Today’s
HIGHLIGHTS
Relationship Marketing: Leveraging Relationships
Today’s most successful advisors are using
simple, new techniques for referrals by mining
their current client relationships. The result is
effective marketing that is more productive,
less expensive, and needs less time and effort.
Peter Montoya, President, MarketingLibrary.net
8:00 to 8:50 – Fountain
Introduction to NextPhase™ Income Distribution
Learn how time-segmented strategies work and
how advisors can use Securities America’s tools
to incorporate guaranteed income solutions
alongside a time-segmented strategy.
Zach Parker, Director Annuities & Insurance, Securities America
8:00 to 8:50 – Vista II
Streamline Account Setup: Take Control w/ e*Office
Save time and reduce frustration with
the new streamlined account setup process
that helps ensure client data is complete
before paperwork is submitted.
Justin Kaufman, Sr. Rep Relations Technology Training
Specialist, and Troy Paradis, Rep Relations Training Specialist,
Securities America
11:00 to 11:50 – Catalina
Re-Defining Your Value Proposition
In the wake of economic and market turmoil,
how have public perceptions changed, and
how are smart advisors redefining their value
propositions? Join marketing guru and coach
Marie Swift as she shares information gleaned
from dozens of conversations with leading
advisors and industry thought leaders.
Marie Swift, President & CEO, Impact Communications
3:30 to 4:20 – Fountain
Special 1-Day Track! Ideal Assistant/Office Manager
World-class service comes from high performing
assistants and office managers. – Driftwood
Special 1-Day Track! Retirement Income Planning
One day, one room, all you need to know
about retirement income planning! – Vista II

Your business growth expert.
The Ideal Assistant & Office Manager Track . . . 10
Re-Defining Your Value Proposition . . . . . . . . . . 11
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NextPhase™ Grows in Breadth, Depth and Power
Securities America’s income distribution program leaps to new heights with integration and added resources.

I

n a series of conference sessions over the
next two days, advisors will be able to
learn more about retirement income
distribution, time-segmented investment
strategies, guaranteed income products and
how to leverage Managed Opportunities
NextPhase™ Retirement Income Distribution
Solutions platform to position themselves as
specialists in this important and growing area.
“This is the first conference where we’re
really covering income distribution from start
to finish,” Parker said. “Advisors will be able
to learn about every facet of Securities
America’s income distribution resources as
well as new additions to this expanding
support platform.”
Those new additions include an approach
to segmenting retiring clients as significant
savers, delusional spenders and enthusiastic
retirees. The ROI Profile will be expanded
beyond its current guarantee and volatility
factor measurements to help advisors also
evaluate the client’s legacy and lump-sum
expenditure factors. New client marketing
materials will be unveiled, including a full-size
and a tri-fold brochure, with presentations,
invitations and other materials in the pipeline
to be rolled out shortly after the conference.

Introduction to Time-Segmented Income
Distributed and NextPhase™
Sunday 8-8:50 a.m. – Catalina Room
Learn the basics of time-segmented income
distribution strategies, how they work and
how you can use Securities America’s tools to
incorporate guaranteed income solutions
alongside a time-segmented strategy. We will
also share research and updates since
Securities America published the “Capturing
the Income Distribution Opportunity” white
paper. Speaker: Zach Parker

“Advisors will be able
to learn about every facet
of Securities America’s
income distribution expertise,
tools and resources.”
ZACH PARKER

Using NextPhase™ Income Distribution Tools
Sunday 11-11:50 a.m. – Catalina Room
Take a more in-depth look at all the income
distribution tools available now and coming
soon under the Securities America NextPhase™
umbrella, and how you can use these
tools interdependently to grow your income
distribution planning practice.
Speakers: Zach Parker and Scott Lickteig

“Probably the most exciting new component
of the NextPhase™ Retirement Income Distribution
Solutions platform is our NextPhase™ Coaching
program, a web- and phone-based coaching
series that will teach advisors how to create,
monitor and manage retirement income,”
Parker said. “We’re already enrolling for the
first class, which starts July 8. Every advisor
will face this need among his or her clients, so
the decision is really whether to become
educated in this area or risk losing those
clients. NextPhase™ Coaching gives advisors a
system for integrating income distribution
planning into their practice.”
Learn more about Securities America’s
NextPhase™ Retirement Income Distribution
Solutions by attending one or more of the
following sessions:

Introduction to Managed Opportunities
NextPhase™ (for first-time users)
Monday 1-1:50 p.m. – Vista II
This session is specifically designed for
first-time users and will introduce the Managed
Opportunities NextPhase™ Retirement Income
Distribution Solutions platform to advisors and
staff. The presentation includes an overview
of the state-of-the-art technology that was
created to support advisors implementing the
NextPhase™ program with their clients.
Speakers: Jason Kissinger and Scott Lickteig

Advanced Training for
Managed Opportunities NextPhase™
(for experienced users)
Monday 3:30-4:20 p.m. – Vista II
This session will provide detailed and
advanced training on using the Managed
Opportunities NextPhase™ platform and how to
implement advanced and difficult cases.
Speakers: Jason Kissinger and Zach Parker

Using Guaranteed Income Products in
NextPhase™ – Panel Discussion
Sunday 1-1:50 p.m. – Catalina Room
Representatives from EverBank, AAM,
Insurmark, Nationwide and AXA Distributors
will discuss guaranteed product solutions that
can be incorporated into segments one and
two of a time-segmented distribution strategy
including lifetime guaranteed income.
Panel moderator: Zach Parker
Case Studies & Investment Solutions for
Managed Opportunities NextPhase™
Monday 8-8:50 a.m. – Vista II
This presentation will highlight real-life case
studies centered on how Securities America
advisors have successfully implemented the
NextPhase™ Retirement Income Distribution
Solutions platform in their practices to meet
their clients’ needs. Participants will learn
about the client profiles and how the advisors
used different investment solutions for
income strategies. Speaker: Jeff Spitzmiller

Keep an eye open for the NextPhase™
program’s seal (show above). This easy-to-see
seal will help you identify new and enhanced
resources that you can use with the
NextPhase ™ program as you begin to
implement it in your practice. Training and
coaching opportunities will also be tagged
with this seal so you can see which materials
and programs can be easily integrated with
the NextPhase™ program.
– Natalie J.S. Hadley
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Shortcuts to Systematizing Your Practice & Creating Raving Fans
Advisor Deborah Fox shares secrets for increasing your income, working with fewer clients and taking more time off.

I

n more than 25 years of providing financial
services, Deborah Fox has found that the
more services advisors provide to clients,
the less likely those clients will ever leave.
Fox, a Securities America advisor for seven
years and founder of the specialty planning
company Fox College Funding LLC, has
developed a unique process for delivering more
comprehensive financial planning advice

without increasing workload. She will share her
insights and her system in today’s session,
“Shortcuts to Systematizing Your Practice
and Creating Clients who are Raving Fans,” at
2 p.m. in the Vista I Room.
“Whether or not you currently provide any
type of financial planning services, advisors who
attend this session will discover compelling
ways to do so in a highly systematized manner as

“By attending this
session you will
discover compelling,
systematized ways
to provide financial
planning services.”
DEBORAH FOX

part of their client offerings,” Fox said. “They
will learn how to create documented workflows,
powerful revenue models, suggested areas of
advice to provide and proven methods to
immediately increase their income – all while
working only four days per week, increasing
revenue from their existing clients and attracting
new clients that become ‘raving fans.’”
After many requests from other advisors to
share her secrets, Fox last year launched Fox
Financial Planning Network™.
“The program gives financial advisors a
fully documented financial planning workflow
system that includes detailed written procedures,

“Learn proven methods
to systematize your
practice and immediately
increase your income
while working only
four days per week”
templates, scripts and step-by-step training that
enables advisors to provide comprehensive
financial planning services to their clients for a
recurring fee,” Fox said. “The training program
enables advisors to immediately increase their
revenue and begin delivering high-value,
unique planning services in a consistent, yet
highly personalized manner.”
Fox has been extensively interviewed and
quoted by major consumer and industry publications and media. She was featured on the
cover of Financial Planning magazine in August
2009. In 2007 and 2008, Fox College Funding®
was awarded the CPA Wealth Advisor
Financial Planning Award of Excellence for
Leadership in Financial Planning and for taking
the lead through innovation and ethics in the
financial planning arena.
– Natalie J.S. Hadley

Tax Planning Knowledge is Magnet for Retirement Business
Slott: Investment in specialized education pays dividends with new business opportunities.

A

merica’s IRA Expert Ed Slott takes the
stage during today’s general session
with a positive message for his
audience: There’s never been a better
time to be an independent financial advisor.
“We’ve been through bad times, and money is
now in motion,” said Slott, creator of Ed Slott’s
Elite IRA Advisor Group™. “You need emotion for
clients to move money. Consumers are fed up and
angry, and they are looking for a local independent advisor to be their knight in shining armor.”
Specializing in retirement planning that
addresses tax considerations can help advisors
differentiate themselves in their market, Slott said
in a pre-conference interview.
“Investment products have become very
commoditized, so advisors can’t attract new clients
with just products,” he said. “Retirement planning
for accumulation is important, but it’s how much
the client keeps that counts. Taxes will be the
single biggest factor in how much clients keep.
Clients are looking for someone to help them
protect what they accumulate and avoid losing it
to taxes. Knowing this stuff can give advisors an
incredible competitive edge.”
A CPA, Slott’s business these days focuses on
training advisors on retirement tax planning and
providing resources to consumers. He is a widely
recognized professional speaker and has created
the nationally aired public television specials
“Stay Rich Forever & Ever with Ed Slott” and
“Stay Rich for Life!” He created The IRA
Leadership Program™ and Ed Slott’s Elite IRA
Advisor, developed specifically to help financial
institutions and advisors become recognized leaders in the IRA marketplace. He is the author of
“Stay Rich for Life!;” “Your Complete Retirement
Planning Road Map;” “Parlay Your IRA Into a
Family Fortune;” and “The Retirement Savings
Time Bomb and How to Defuse It.”
“Few advisors are trained on tax planning, and
the rules are complex,” Slott said. “Millions of
clients need this service. There’s no place for them
to learn how to get their money out of these
accounts or for beneficiaries to get money out of
accounts they inherit. I estimate that only 1 percent

of advisors have been trained on how to more
tax-efficiently get money out of tax deferred
retirement accounts. Even within the accounting
profession, retirement tax planning is a specialized
area of tax law, and many accountants and
attorneys don’t get it. If everyone could do it,
we wouldn’t need specialists.”
Slott became a tax planning evangelist when, as
a CPA, he found mistakes clients made in their
treatment of investments costing them in taxes
they could have avoided.
“In doing tax returns and planning, taxes are
historical; they look back,” Slott said. “I found
many people didn’t do tax planning, which looks

see dividends in the size and sophistication of
clients they can attract, Slott said.
“You have to have a long view, and becoming
educated about tax planning has a long-term
payoff,” he said. “Educated advisors are attracting
more assets under management because investors
have been burned and are now educating themselves. An advisor has to be more knowledgeable
than a consumer. We have reached a crossover
where consumers may actually know more than
the advisor. The laws are changing all the time.
Advisors need to be up on what’s changing.”
That doesn’t mean advisors should practice
tax advice or accounting without the proper

“You have to have a long view,
and becoming educated about tax
planning has a long-term payoff.
Educated advisors are attracting
more assets under management.”
ED SLOTT

forward. People didn’t know that every time they
left a job or rolled their 401(k) into an IRA, if
they didn’t do it right, it could be taxable – and
that mistake can’t be fixed. I realized financial
advisors are not trained on the tax traps involved
in some investment decisions. At that time, there
was little material except the law itself.
“I decided to specialize my tax practice on
planning, and began speaking and doing seminars.
I wasn’t a threat to financial advisors, because
I don’t sell any products. Advisors saw me as a way
to add tax planning to their practice. That’s
become more important today, as a 401(k) or IRA
is often a retiree’s largest single asset.”
Advisors who invest in their professional education
by building their knowledge about tax planning

credentials, as compliance cautions, Slott said.
“You don’t have to be a tax expert, but you
have to be able to address the issue and be
knowledgeable. You can work with an outside
CPA, which can be a value-add for your clients.”
Slott was named “The Best” source for IRA
advice by The Wall Street Journal and called
“America’s IRA Expert” by Mutual Funds
Magazine. He publishes Ed Slott’s IRA Advisor, a
monthly IRA newsletter, in addition to being a
personal finance columnist for numerous financial
publications. Slott is a past chairman of the New
York State Society of CPAs Estate Planning
Committee and editor of the IRA Planning
section of The CPA Journal.
– Natalie J.S. Hadley

Passionate, Committed and Creative (continued from cover)
Securities America from moving forward. I appreciate the friendships and
partnership with all of you over the years. Each one of you has your own
fascinating life story and experiences you have shared with me. I will remember
those more than all the business stuff as I transition to the next stage of my life.”
Jay Leno, comedian and host of “The Tonight Show with Jay Leno,” provided
the evening’s entertainment. During an interview prior to the conference, Leno
offered his own philosophy about finances.
“I operate on a cash basis,” he said. “I have one credit card. I don’t lease
anything. I don’t have a mortgage. I didn’t buy a house until I had a big bag of
money to pay for it. I always try to have more coming in than going out. I’ve
always worked two jobs, so I would spend what I earned from one job and save
what I earned from the other. I did that working at McDonald’s and as a
mechanic, and I continued when I got into show businesses. I do approximately

160 personal appearances a year, and that’s the income I live on. All the money
from television I save and invest. I always tell people, ‘Never believe in yourself.
If you’re any good, someone else will pay for what you do.’”
Leno has made a significant investment in his collection of antique, expensive
and unusual vehicles, including a full-time staff of three to keep them repaired
and running smoothly. Although almost all have increased in value, Leno said he
has never sold one.
“I know vehicles and their value, but I buy what I like,” he said. “In 1999,
I bought a second-hand McLaren FI for $800,000. One sold last week for
$4.3 million. In emerging markets like China and India, as more people become
wealthy, they become collectors of cars and motorcycles and the value goes up.
Although I would never sell any of my vehicles, I would estimate for most of
them, their value has gone up five- to 10-fold.”
– Natalie J.S. Hadley
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Get Hands-On Experience with Leading Technology
The Technology Pavilion offers onsite experts and computers to help you with your technology questions.

N

othing beats a test drive, so each
year at the National Conference
Securities America brings you the
Technology Pavilion, where you
can get hands-on with leading-edge industry
technology from Securities America and our
strategic partners.
A conference fixture since 1999, the
Technology Pavilion is centrally located in the

Shoreline Room and staffed by members of the
Field Technology team. These professionals
have a combined 116 years of experience in
the financial industry. Of that, 94 years has
been with Securities America throughout the
firm in such areas as operations, compensation,
management and sales.
The Field Technology team will be available
throughout the conference to answer your

questions, demonstrate services and discuss
changes. The Technology Pavilion is the place to
go if you:
} Want to better understand how to use a
specific solution.
} Want to conduct your daily business
more efficiently.
} Want to know about new systems and
features we have introduced since last
year’s conference.
We will also be collecting your ideas for future
enhancements. Many of the improvements to
our technology over the years have started with
a conversation at the Technology Pavilion!
We are constantly tweaking and adjusting our
systems to make them as intuitive and efficient
as possible, and that’s only possible with honest,
constructive feedback from our advisors.
Many of our strategic technology partners will
be joining us to provide you with information
about their services. SunGard will be available
to answer your questions about Planning Tools.
Morningstar can show you Advisor Workstation
and other great services. National Financial
and Pershing will both be there to exhibit the
powerful technology available from our clearing
firms. Futureware will be offering great deals on
computer equipment and hardware for your
office, including the Digital Pen, which is
available for purchase in the Technology
Pavilion. If you are interested in performance
reporting, stop by the Albridge booth for a
demonstration. Redtail CRM will showcase its
web-based, easy-to-use client management
solution designed specifically for financial
professionals. You can also chat with CoSentry
Business Resiliency Solutions, Securities
America’s new strategic partner providing
advisors cost-effective, user-friendly remote and
telephone IT support for software applications,
installations, security, network, peripherals and
PC performance needs. These companies and
more will all be available to show you their
technology and answer your questions.
If you need to check your email or the
markets, visit the Cyber Café, located near the
conference registration desk. Don’t get too
engrossed, though! We want you to make the
most of your time with us by attending
conference sessions and learning from your
peers, our home office professionals and product
sponsor representatives.
Technology Pavilion Hours
Saturday . . . . . . . . . . . Noon to 5 p.m. and
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .8 p.m. to 10 p.m.
Sunday . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 a.m. to 7 p.m.
Monday . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Tuesday . . . . . . . . . 7:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
– Natalie J.S. Hadley

Grow, Perfect and Secure Your Practice – 2010 Connect!
Highly attended pre-conference events and a riveting opening session kick off the National Conference.

Pre-Conference e*Office Orientation
New advisors and office staff get a primer from Justin
Kaufman on Securities America’s e*Office Workstation.

Securities America CEO Steve McWhorter
Steve shares his insights and thoughts
with the record-attendance crowd.

Accelerate the Growth of Your Fee-Based Practice
Fee-based business experts help attendees race ahead of the pack
at the Roadmap pre-conference workshop Friday and Saturday.

Special Entertainment for the Evening
Late night star Jay Leno entertains
attendees with his trademark humor.

Pre-Conference Workshop for Advanced Users
Jeremy Robson elaborates on Albridge Wealth Reporting.

Welcome to 2010 Connect!
Kirk Hulett emcees this year’s opening
session of speakers and entertainment.

Bringing Down the House!
A packed opening session enjoys comedian Jay Leno’s wit.
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Leveraging Albridge Wealth Reporting to Meet Needs
Two more opportunities remain to learn more about this dynamic performance reporting system.

I

f you missed yesterday’s pre-conference
advanced workshop on using Albridge
Wealth Reporting – or if you feel you haven’t
reached the “advanced” level yet – don’t
despair! You’ll have two more opportunities to
learn more about this dynamic performance
reporting system. Join Securities America’s
resident Albridge expert, Jeremy Robson, and
Justin Newman, Albridge product manager, today

at 2 p.m. for the session “Discover the ‘Power’ of
Albridge Wealth Reporting” for those considering adding Albridge to their tool box. Tomorrow
at 8 a.m., Robson and Newman will present
“Albridge Reporting Best Practices: Become a
‘Power User,’” sharing ways to leverage Albridge
features for more efficiency and client value-add.
Robson will touch on the following enhancements made since last year’s conference, and will

answer questions from advisors and their staff on
how to get the most from this powerful tool.
Investor View
The Albridge Wealth Reporting platform has
been enhanced to include new functionality for
administering and customizing the client access
site. Advisors can limit their clients’ view to
reports and functionality – only the reports and
functions allowed by the advisor will appear
as selections on the advisor’s Investor
Customization screen. Advisors have the
flexibility to create an unlimited number of client
views and customize these views to their clients’
individual needs. Advisors have the option of
setting a client’s view to include all future reports
when they become available to the advisor.
“Investor customization provides more
flexibility for advisors to manage functionality
for clients,” Robson says. “It allows advisors to
customize their clients’ view based on the
specific needs of each client.”
Portfolio Risk and Return Reports
Albridge has rolled out a new risk report that can
show up to 25 commonly used risk and return
measures, including Alpha, Beta, R-Squared,
Sharpe Ratio, Value at Risk and Standard
Deviation. These reports will be supported by two
risk administration screens, one for the financial
institution and one for the advisor. Advisors have
the ability to make their own choices for risk-free
rate and minimum number of months as well as
the risk measures shown on their risk reports.
Absolute Return and Adjusted Benchmarks
This enhancement gives users the ability to
create absolute return and adjusted benchmarks
for use on performance reports. Albridge has a
function to create and maintain absolute return
and adjusted benchmarks, allowing advisors to
compare a portfolio against a target rate of return.
Users can adjust standard and composite benchmarks for comparison against their portfolios.
Albridge WebServices/AppLink
Advisors can now subscribe to have Albridge
provide interconnectivity and data sharing
between Albridge and third-party applications.
Albridge users can maximize the use of their
client account data to increase efficiency and
securely interact with critical third-party
and proprietary applications. The third-party
applications that have been approved so far are
eMoney, Redtail, Finance Logix and EZData.
Securities America will continue to review
third-party applications to determine if they meet
the security requirements to be added to the list.
With so many new options and functions, plan
now to attend an Albridge session! “Discover
the ‘Power’ of Albrige Wealth Reporting” today
at 2 p.m. or “Albridge Reporting Best Practices:
Become a ‘Power User’” tomorrow at 8 a.m.
Both sessions will be in the Vista II room.
– Natalie J.S. Hadley

The Shape of Our Future Influenced by Washington
Keynote to address the role that government and regulators will play in how advisors do business.

K

eynote speaker Kathryn Capage
offers insight into regulations and
Washington’s perspectives that will
shape the future of financial services
for years to come.
Regulatory bodies don’t always give a lot of
warning before making changes that have
far-reaching impacts on the financial services
industry. Case in point: When the ruling
about 403(b) transfer business came in 2008,

implemented,” Capage said. “If a Republican
president is elected in 2012, and constituents
are in favor of abandoning some of the measures of the bill, then we’ll have a problem. But
a lot of social systems, once ingrained in the
American psyche, are very difficult to change.”
The focus on healthcare prevented Congress
from addressing the 2010 expiration of
the estate tax, a surprise to many as the
government faced the financial burden of

“I’m always talking to, and
online with, political analysts
at the regulatory bodies
and my peers. It’s good to be
aware of the climate.
Forewarned is forearmed.”
KATHRYN CAPAGE

within two months the landscape for advisors
servicing those plans changed dramatically.
Having insight into the ongoing news and
developments in legislation and regulation can
help advisors and companies better prepare
themselves and their clients. With more than
30 years of experience in retirement, Social
Security and tax reform, Kathryn Capage
provides valuable insights and forecasting to
the senior leadership at Invesco, where she is
the senior director of retirement research.
Capage will discuss whether the nation’s
economy or legislation and regulation will be
the biggest driver in the financial services
industry in the near future during Sunday’s
general session, 9 a.m. to 10:50 a.m. in the
Grand Ballroom, Salons D-G.
“I’m periodically in D.C., and I’m always
talking to, and online with, political analysts at
the regulatory bodies and my peers to get a
sense of likelihood that ideas will actually
become regulation or law,” Capage said in a
pre-conference interview. “It’s good to be aware
of the climate. Forewarned is forearmed.”
One of the biggest recent developments for
the nation was the health care reform act
passed earlier this year. The legislation will take
about eight years to completely implement,
Capage said, rolling out in a drip system, with
some measures effective immediately, some in
six months and others in a year or more.
Specifics of some initiatives have yet to be
clearly outlined, and conditions can change,
making it important to stay watchful.
“If Obama remains in office, there shouldn’t
be any problem in getting health reform fully

bailouts and higher unemployment. The house
passed a version in late 2009 that would have
kept the estate tax at 2009 levels, but the
Senate didn’t act because of health care. If no
new law passes this year, estate taxes will revert
to 2001 levels next year.
“There has been discussion about making an
estate tax retroactive to Jan. 1, 2010, but that’s
a hard sell that would receive a lot of press,”
Capage said. “The government will lose about
$300 billion in tax revenue this year with the
temporary repeal of the estate tax.”
Social Security took the forefront in May,
and will continue to need the time and
attention of the Obama administration and
Congress, Capage said.
“The Social Security Administration has
seen more baby boomers filing than expected,
about 10,000 a week, because boomers have
lost revenue from employment,” she said.
“We’re anticipating that the search for how to
fix it will be taking front and center. One idea
may be to raise the retirement age to 70, which
would cover about 40 percent of the deficit, so
there would have to be other measures to cover
the rest. The only argument I hear against
raising the age is the physical demands of
working until 70. The problem is that Social
Security is run by politics, so we don’t get the
instant resolution or decision we could get if it
were run by a private corporation. In addition,
every time someone comes up with an idea,
there’s a media frenzy against it.”
Prior to joining Invesco in 1997, Capage was
a compliance officer for a large trust company
which administered more than 500,000 IRA,

SEP, Keogh, 403(b) and full-service 401(k)
plans. She earned her employee benefit specialist
certification through the Wharton School at
the University of Pennsylvania.
“I was mathematically inclined, and I started
in the industry working with actuaries designing
defined benefit plans,” Capage said. “That was
back before computers, and we used columnar
plans with 16 lines of math. It really gave me
the ability to understand how things work to a
degree I don’t think we see anymore. Defined
benefit plans, of course, began to decline, and
I didn’t care for the math involved with 401(k)
plans, so I got into legal and compliance,
designing documents.”
Capage, whose life was involved in actuarial
calculations in the 1970s, said working on
documents caused her to start noticing
regulations and how they developed.
“Invesco saw the value in having people
looking at legislation and regulation from a
forecasting perspective,” she said. “It’s a unique
field and not many people get into it to the
depth they need to. No matter how many
times I tried to move my career in a different
direction, I always ended up back in regulation
and forecasting.”
A sought-after speaker on retirement, Social
Security and tax reform, Capage has been
featured on numerous regional radio broadcasts
and has published articles in many professional
journals and publications, including Pensions
& Investments, Defined Contribution News
and Investment News.
– Natalie J.S. Hadley

San Diego Padres Baseball Legend!
MEET HALL OF FAME
ATHLETE TONY GWYNN!
Be sure to visit
John Hancock’s
booth #413/512 on
Sunday, June 6,
from 5:30 p.m. to
6:30 p.m. in the
Huntington
Ballroom, Salon
A-C, to get your
picture taken
with San Diego
Padres baseball legend and Hall of Fame
athlete Tony Gwynn! Gwynn is considered
by many as the best pure hitter of his era.
Don’t miss this opportunity! Pictures will be
available for pick-up on Monday, June 7,
after noon at the John Hancock booth.
TODAY!
5:30 to 6:30 p.m. – John Hancock Booth
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The Ideal Assistant and Office Manager Track
Specialty sessions offer implementable ideas, tips and tools gleaned from thousands of experienced professionals.

W

hat do you get when you combine
almost 85 years of collective
professional experience with
Securities America’s Practice
Management Team and the life-in-the-trenches
wisdom of approximately 2,500 advisor
assistants, professional staff and office
managers? Enough best practices to fill an entire
day of sessions at the National Conference!

In preparing this year’s content for the Ideal
Assistant and Office Manager Track, Securities
America’s practice management consultants
combed best practices from advisor offices
across the country and organized them into six
topics: client service, team management,
personal productivity, staff career paths,
workflow analysis and marketing. The resulting
sessions, listed below, provide a wealth of

“Securities America
has long been a
leader in providing
training specifically
for assistants and
office managers”
KIRK HULETT

practical and implementable ideas, tips and
valuable tools for assistants and office managers
to take back and apply to their advisor’s practice.
“Securities America has long been a leader in
providing training specifically for assistants and
office managers, based on the belief that behind
every successful advisor is a talented, supportive
staff,” said Kirk Hulett, Securities America
senior vice president of strategy and practice
management. “For more than a decade,
Securities America has included the Ideal
Assistant track at National Conference, which
over time has evolved to include specific
sessions for office managers, designated principals
and associate advisors. For staff who can’t
attend the National Conference or want to
further expand their skills, we offer Assistant
University, which will be Oct. 14-15 at the
Hilton Omaha this year. Plus, we have our
e*Certification program for assistants available
online through the e*Office Educenter.”
The Ideal Assistant and Office Manager
Track’s sessions, all to be held in the Driftwood
Room for your convenience, include:
} Your World-Class Service System:
Managing Client Relationships
Sunday 8-8:50 a.m.
} Managing for a High Performance Team
Sunday 11-11:50 a.m.
} Personal Productivity: Managing Yourself
Sunday 1-1:50 p.m.
} From Assistant to Office Manager to COO
Sunday 2-2:50 p.m.
} Workflow Analysis:
Managing Key Processes
Sunday 3:30-4:20 p.m.
} Your Role in Marketing:
Managing Marketing Activities
Sunday 4:30-5:20 p.m.
In addition, two Associate Advisor sessions
will be held tomorrow in the Driftwood Room:
} Associate Advisor Skills
Monday 11-11:50 a.m.
} Associate Advisor Tools
Monday 2-2:50 p.m.
– Natalie J.S. Hadley

Re-Defining Your Value Proposition for Today’s Environment
Consumer trends in the financial services industry may mean re-positioning your practice for optimal success.

T

o re-define your value proposition
in today’s market, advisors must
demonstrate credibility in order to
gain (or re-gain) consumer trust.
With many big-name Wall Street firms and
banks in discredit, independent advisors have a
unique opportunity to gain market share by
redefining their value proposition to focus
on what consumers want most – a credible,
trustworthy local source for financial advice
and guidance.
Marie Swift, president and founder of Impact
Communications, will present “Re-Defining
Your Value Proposition” today at 3:30 p.m. in
the Fountain Room. Swift’s presentation will
provide advisors with an overview of current
consumer trends in the industry, keys for
independent advisors to better position
themselves in this new time of opportunity,
and practical tips for creating credibility and
awareness in their local markets.
In preparing her presentation, Swift spoke
to industry thought leaders, including
Kirk Hulett, Securities America senior vice
president of strategy and practice management; Brett Ellen, president of American
Financial Network, a Securities America
branch; Mark Tibergian from Pershing
Advisor Solutions; and Chip Roame,
president of Tiburon Strategic Advisors and a
conference keynote speaker.
“Wirehouse firms have been slowly leaking
market share for years, causing the authors of the
Undiscovered Managers report published in
2000 to predict that wirehouses would dedicate
more time, energy and resources to stopping that
leak to the independent advisor community,”
Swift said. “Of course, the authors of that report
could not have predicted that a new round of

this ‘make-a-distinction/erase-the-distinction’
game was about to begin, and that the early
rounds would favor the independent advisor.”
Research by Tiburon Strategic Advisors, the
consulting firm led by Roame, has identified
two trends, Swift said: consumers moving away

instead find ways to show their character
through deeds and good work, both inside the
industry and in their own community. They
must not only clarify and articulate their value
to the client, but also their personal values, in
order to differentiate themselves.”

“Advisors need to find
ways to show their character
through deeds and good work,
both inside the industry
and in their own community.”
MARIE SWIFT

from the wirehouse and big bank model, and
consumers moving toward discount brokerage
services. Although most consumers using
personal financial management sites have
average household income of about $85,000,
placing them outside the target market of most
advisors, advisors should consider incorporating
some do-it-yourself web applications into their
practice, she said.
So what will help independent advisors gain
market share during this period of money and
clients in motion? Demonstrating credibility to
create trust will be foremost, Swift said.
“If you tell a client or prospect, ‘I’m trustworthy,’ they immediately become skeptical
and suspicious,” Swift said. “Advisors need to

Securities America Featured in Industry Press

Swift founded Impact Communications in
1988 to provide full-serving marketing communications to a select group of independent
financial advisors, industry thought-leaders and
allied institutions. Swift is a columnist for
Morningstar Advisor, Research and Financial
Planning magazines. She is a sought-after
speaker at industry events, including many
FPA national and regional conferences,
NAPFA, Lockwood University and the NFL
Players Association. She is also the author of
the forthcoming book, “Become a Media
Magnet: Strategies and Advice for Do-ItYourself PR.”
– Natalie J.S. Hadley
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he cover of Financial Planning magazine’s May issue
features the smiling face of Jim Nagengast, president
of Securities America, Inc. The article begins on
page 70, and you’ll find a great photo of Jim, Janine
Wertheim, Securities America’s senior vice president and
chief marketing officer, and Steve McWhorter, our chairman
and CEO, on the facing page.
In “The Road Ahead,” journalist Paul Menchaca profiles
Securities America, its recent growth and its executives’
perspective on the future. “We’re very proud about what we’ve
done as far as growing our technology, our assets under
management and our practice management,” said CEO Steve
McWhorter. “But one thing we’re also proud of is that we
have a management team that’s been together a long time.”
According to President Jim Nagengast, Securities America could “layer on
some acquisitions.” At the same time, the company continues to focus tightly on helping
existing advisors grow their practices, by continuing to provide advanced technology, a sophisticated retirement income distribution solution and proven practice management tools.
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